Coffin Selection
The Reflections
The reflection range of coffins cover many
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themes in a variety of different styles.

The Natural Legacy
The natural coffin is made in Yorkshire using
pure new wool, supported on a
strong recycled cardboard
frame. Wool is a fibre with
a true “green” lineage that
is both sustainable and
biodegradable.

The Essence
A solid alder wood casket in elegant white
with a high gloss finish, the Essence comes
with matching bar handles and a delicate
white crepe interior.
Also available in blue
or silver.

Blue

Silver
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The Danum

The Cusworth

Light oak effect with matching moulds.

Elm wood effect coffin with ‘Penshaw’
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routered panel sides ends and raised lid.

The Leger

The Brodsworth

Elm effect with matching moulds.

Elm effect raised lid coffin.

The Lincoln

The Castle

Dark oak effect with matching moulds.

Limed oak effect raised lid coffin.
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The Mansion

The Mallard

An oak veneer style coffin with veneered

Traditional solid oak coffin with simple,

matching moulds and a half round mould

unadorned sides, a raised lid and deep

on the lid and sides.

moulds to the base. This
dignified coffin is
polished to a gloss
finish and furnished
here with electro brass
handles.

The Minster

The Lewis

An oak veneer style coffin

Traditional solid oak coffin, again crafted with

fitted with No 3 raised lid.

square feature panels to the sides
and wood mouldings
to the lid and base. It
is made using smaller
contrasting jointed
pieces of FSC certified
timber, polished with a
matt finish.

The Vulcan

The Elmfield

Oak style veneer coffin with raised

Manufactured from a solid redwood timber

lid and three quarter panels to the

(Sapele or similar FSC certified wood).

sides polished in

The Elmfield can be

golden teak.

fitted with handles
suitable for either
cremation or for burial.
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Ash Casket Selection

The Glitter - Magenta
Our sensational glitter coffins offer one last
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chance to sparkle. The coffins are made from
MDF covered with diamond
glitter paper.

The Pathway
This natural wood, biodegradable coffin

Hilda

Bede

Picture Ashes Caskets and Scatter Tubes

Glitter

Simply Marble

Wool

allows for a truly unique and
personalised send
off with each person
designing their own
section, or each panel
marking a different
part of the life lost.

The Oxford
An Oak veneer style coffin engraved
with contrasting fine panel
details. Any
customise colour
can be achieved or
selected from our

Scatter Tubes

standard range.
Green

Purple

Red

FSC certified products are indicated by use of the FSC ticktree alongside the product. The Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) certification guarantees that the wood we use comes from trees grown in
responsibly managed forests and other controlled sources

